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Section 1 - Threading
1.1.

Thread Calculator - Calculates The Diameter for External Thread

Thread Per Inch
TPI

External Thread
Depth

Internal Thread
Depth

Depth of Sharp
V Thread

70% of Sharp V
for Internal Thread

Pitch

.215
.110
.072
.055
.036
.027
.024
.018

.150
.075
.050
.038
.025
.019
.017
.013

.250
.125
.083
.0625
.042
.031
.028
.021

4
8
12
16
24
32
36
48
1.

Internal Diameter of Female Thread

_____________________

2.

Threads Per Inch

_____________________

3.

70% of Sharp V for Internal Thread

_____________________

4.

Diameter for External Thread

#1 + (2 x #3)

_____________________

Note: If the dial on the cross slide is marked for diameter it will show double the number
on the chart in order to reach a full depth cut.
Sample
1. Inside Diameter
2. TPI
3. 70% for Internal Thread
4. Diameter for External Thread

1.125
16
0.038”
1.125” + (2 x 0.038) = 1.125” + 0.076”
= 1.201”
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1.2. Thread

Thread Per Inch
TPI

Calculator - Calculates The Diameter for Internal Thread

External Thread
Depth

Internal Thread
Depth

Depth of Sharp
V Thread

70% of Sharp V
for Internal Thread

Pitch

.215
.110
.072
.055
.036
.027
.024
.018

.150
.075
.050
.038
.025
.019
.017
.013

.250
.125
.083
.0625
.042
.031
.028
.021

4
8
12
16
24
32
36
48

Calculation Method:
1. Outside Diameter of Male Thread

_______________________

2. Threads Per Inch

_______________________

3. 70% of Sharp V for Internal Thread

_______________________

4. Bore Diameter for Internal Thread #1 - (2 x #3) = _______________________
Note: If the dial on the cross slide is marked for diameter it will show double the number
on the chart in order to reach a full depth cut.
Sample:
1. Outside Diameter
2. TPI
3. 70% for Internal Thread
4. Bore Diameter for Internal Thread

1.201”
16
0.038”
1.201” - (2 x 0.038”) = 1.201” - 0.076”
= 1.125”
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Section 2 - Using Ovals
2.1 Drawing an oval rosette template
The following document describes making an oval rosette template that will be used when fluting the outside
of a box that has an oval outside profile. This template is necessary to calculate the angle the double
eccentric dome chuck will be from vertical, and the offset the chuck will have to be moved horizontally. Use
of the oval rosette template will be explained in another document. The oval rosette used in these
instructions is the LWM-180. The final template is shown on page 4. For history buffs M. de la Condamine
in Plumier calls the oval rosette template a ‘parallel plan of the oval rosette’.
The rose engine used in this project is a Lindow Rose Engine with an oval rosette (LWM-180), the ½” roller
rubber, and the pen chuck.
It is very important to follow the following steps:
Step 1. Align the headstock to rock equally either side of top dead center.
Step 2. Ensure the 4 x 6 cardholder is parallel with the headstock.
Step 3. Drawing accurate co-ordinates and contours on the oval rosette template.
Step 1 – Align the headstock to rock equally either side of top dead center.
a. Ensure the pen is at center height with the mandrel, and adjust accordingly. This is a very important
step.
b. Install an oval rosette on the L-W RE with a suitable rubber. The oval rosette used is the LWM-180
and the rubber the ½” roller.
c.

Place an adjustable level (Starrett No 78 used here) on the bed of the sliderest and adjust the bubble
to its center. Then place the adjustable level on top of the headstock and rotate the oval rosette to
move the headstock to top dead center.
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d. Set a dial indicator against the top of the headstock and the rubber touching the oval rosette. Set the
dial indicator to zero and rotate the oval rosette and note the distance moved as the headstock
travels from one side to the top dead center (this distance is known as the ‘amplitude’, which is the
distance that the rosette moves the headstock), and from top dead center to the other side. Use the
adjustable level to determine top dead center. Travel each side of top dead center should be exactly
the same.

e. To change the adjustment gently tighten the knurled adjustment nut on the back of the headstock
against its stop. Loosen the rubber and move the knurled adjustment nut either way to finely adjust
the movement. Tighten the rubber and move the adjustment nut away from its stop. Repeat until the
headstock travels the same distance from top dead center.

Step 2 - Ensure the 4 x 6 cardholder is parallel with the headstock.
a. To draw accurate co-ordinates it is necessary to ensure the cardholder is parallel with the sliderest
base. Place the adjustable level on the top of the cardholder and the indicator against the
headstock. Move the headstock so that it is furthest to one side. Using its key move the crossing
wheel until the cardstock is level and the headstock is to one side.
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b. Place a 4 x 6 card in the cardholder and tighten. Adjust the sliderest to bring the pen close to the
cardholder. Ensure the pen can move from the left side to the right side of the card i.e. the longest
width of the card. If not, adjust the sliderest accordingly.

Step 3 - Drawing accurate co-ordinates and contours on the oval rosette template.
a. Place the adjustable level on the cardholder and move the cardholder until it is level. Lock the
mandrel, and draw a line from one side to the other.

c.

Unlock the mandrel, and move the cardholder 90 degrees. Place the adjustable level its top side
and move the cardholder until it is level. Lock the mandrel and draw a line from one side to the other.
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c.

Place the point of the pen at the intersection of the two coordinates. Set the sliderest dial to zero,
and unlock the mandrel.

d. Move the pen onto the card and turn the cardholder. An oval pattern should be drawn that crosses
the longest coordinates. Move the pen off the card.
Turn the sliderest dial by 1 turn (0.10”) counter clockwise. This will move the pen to the left 1/10”.
Move the pen onto the card and draw the oval pattern. Repeat the process until the card is full.

e. Completed oval rosette template
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2.2 Using the oval rosette template and box templates.
a. The oval rosette template below was made using the instructions detailed in the document ’Drawing
An Oval Rosette Template’.

b. Place the template on the oval rosette template and line up the contour of the box with a line on the
oval rosette template. For accuracy ensure the box template card is cut smoothly. On the oval
rosette template draw two lines. The first line is drawn along the center of the box template. (Line
AB). The second line is drawn 90 degrees from line AB that goes through the center of the oval
rosette template (Line CD).

B
C
90 degrees
A
D
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a. Place the 0 – 90 degree line on a protractor along the horizontal line of the oval rosette template.
The zero mark should be at the intersection of the horizontal line on the oval rosette template and
the center line of the box. Where the center line of the box goes through the protractor is the number
of degrees the double eccentric dome chuck has to be moved from vertical. This number is 63
degrees.

d. Place a rule or calipers from the center line of the box to the center of the oval rosette template. This
is the off-set that a slide on the double eccentric dome chuck will have to be moved. The off-set is
0.774

e. Place a rule or calipers along the center of the box and measure from the top of the box to the line
drawn above. This is the third measurement that the double eccentric dome chuck will have to be
moved,and is the amount the cutter is positioned from the rim of the box. This measurement is
1.069”.
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